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Observing the EoR in 21cm-HI:  main challenges 

Global (~ 2p ster) ionospheric calibration (CasA,  CygA, VirgoA, TauA, NPS, 3C,..)

Chromatic (error-) sidelobes from ‘out-of-beam’ (residual) structure

Entanglement of Galactic and  instrumental polarization  (freq. dependent ! )    

‘extended foreground’ problem

Astronomical foregrounds

Discrete (extragalactic) foreground  

Diffuse Galactic foreground   (spatial  & spectral structure) 

Technical aspects:

John Baldwin: “low  frequency 
radioastronomy is all-sky imaging”  !!

Removal techniques 
dealt with in 
presentations by

Oh, Santos 



The Galaxy in Neutral Hydrogen (HI)
DWINGELOO-25m  1989-1995 (Hartmann & Burton)

The Galaxy in 150 MHz continuum
Landecker and Wielebinski, 1970 

The Galaxy in  Ha 

WHAM survey, 
Wisconsin

Haffner, Reynolds et al  
2003

Typically  only

~10 resolution



Types of Galactic + Extragalactic foregrounds

Line

- Galactic recombination lines

Continuum

- Discrete (<25% of Tsky)

- QSR, Radio galaxies

- Starburst galaxies       (S150 < 3 mJy)

- Diffuse  (>75% of Tsky)

- Galactic synchrotron emission, including polarization !

- Clusters of Galaxies

e.g. Shaver et al , 1999

Di Matteo et al, 2002,2004



1)  Looking for   ~ 2.5 mK signal   in   ~ 250 K  sky   range 105 :1

only feasible because of smoothness in angular and spectral domains

(WSRT / WENSS   325-385 MHz images have shown smoothness, 

soon to be extended and refined to relevant EoR-frequencies) 

2)  Desired image noise (for statistical PS detection) of  

~ 10-50 mK equals   ~10-50 mJy  for a 1.3 km array

(21CMA/PAST, MWA, LOFAR-core)

3)  Pixel noise of 20 mJy in presence of 20 Jy source 

Image DR ~ 106 :1 required  

4)  Types of ‘confusion’       (very confusing)

- classical source confusion (~5 mJy for 2’ beam at 120 MHz) 

- sidelobe confusion (chromatic)  array PSF 

- error-sidelobe confusion  (ionospheric + calibration residuals) 

Some concepts and numbers to bear in mind:



Scales like  n-2.8 for an array of 
given size

e.g. in a  2.7 km array  (WSRT,  
VLA-C, LOFAR-core):

at 150 MHz:  ~ 3 mJy  ~ 15 K

at 100 MHz:  ~ 10 mJy  ~ 50 K 

Hence small arrays will have to go 
about 1000x below image noise 
fluctuations !

Classical discrete 
source confusion noise

(sensitivities given for LOFAR) 



Phased arrays and the way they look at the sky



A 4-tile test setup being 
erected near the WSRT 
(June 2005)

WHAT = Westerbork
Highband Antenna 
Teststation

First results, including 
cross-correlation with 
WSRT, expected mid-
July 



4x4 tile beam4x4 tile beam

Tuned for
150 MHz

sin projection

Briggs, 2004



Range of 4x4 PatternsRange of 4x4 Patterns

120  150

180  210  240

• ZA = 30 deg
• tuned for 150 MHz



Size 

in λ

a possible `station’ of  101  `4x4 tiles’



Theoretical (101-tile) station beam to zenith  



(LOFAR, MWA) tile  FOV ~ 22o  

LOFAR station beam  ~ 2-3o

‘iso’planatic facet

All scales are 
frequency dependent 
but in different ways 

Angular scales in EoR
observations

‘extended foreground’ 
is here 



Approximate 
layout of LOFAR 
core + inner 2 
rings 



Galactic hydrogen/carbon recombination lines:
- In Galactic plane:   ~100 - 500 mK ( at 325 MHz, e.g. Roshi et al, 2001)
- Out of plane:           probably less than 50 mK

Fluctuations on 3-10’ scale probably an order of magnitude smaller still
Lines around 150 MHz probably weaker 

NB:  IF recomb lines are detected they 

will be helpful for fidelity checks.

Lines can easily be excised: 

(~20 kHz / ~1 MHz  or  ~ 2% of spectrum) 



341- 325 MHz 325 MHz 1.5x1.5o

Spectral and spatial smoothness of the low frequency sky in deep
(48h) image around 325 MHz .

Lowest contour 1 mJy/beam = 4 K.

Noise level 0.3 mJy (confusion limited).   



First confusion-limited images of the sky in the EoR-
frequency range

Source:   3C147  

WSRT                             1x12h                    12 nov 2004

8 bands, each 2.5 MHz bandwidth (64 ch) 

frequencies: 117 163 MHz  (z = 11.1 z = 7.7) 

noise levels from 5  3 mJy in each band



The The Westerbork Westerbork Synthesis Radio TelescopeSynthesis Radio Telescope

14 x 25m  on 3 km E-W baseline



3C147

-- pointsource (< 1 arcsec),  unpolarized

-- dec +50o, nighttime in Nov - Dec 

-- Galactic latitude 10o  Tsky ~ 300-400 K

-- ~60 Jy source (~ flat from 100 – 300 MHz)



The sky at 150 MHz     

Landecker and Wielebinski, 19703C147 
is here



163 MHz

z = 7.7



147 MHz

z = 8.6



141 MHz

z = 9.1



139 MHz

z = 9.2



130 MHz

z = 9.9



123 MHz

z = 10.5



117 MHz

z = 11.1



<139-163 MHz>

Contours 10 mJy

Noise        3 mJy



3C147

Band 6 

163 MHz

20o x 20o



3C129 + 129.1

10o from pointing 
centre (20dB 
attenuated)

147 MHz

noise ~ 4 mJy

No evidence for 
significant non-
isoplanaticity in this 
night !!



Observing the whole sky  !



1) Noise level of 10 mJy around 10 Jy
sources  dynamic range of 106 : 1 

2) Dealing with (chromatic) error-sidelobes

Some imaging challenges



3C147

117 MHz

12o x 12o



3C147

117 MHz

6o x 6o

Lowest contour 25 mJy

‘noise’   5-10  mJy

Noise contributions:

- thermal

- classical confusion

- sidelobe confusion

-dynamic range (around   

3C147) 



3C147 

1x12h

WSRT 21cm

1.8ox1.8o

Record dynamic 
range ~1.5 million :1 

at 21cm !

(22 Jy / 13-17 mJy)



3C147

163 MHz

20o x 20o

Chromatic sidelobes cause 
problems once

Dn/n > PSF/distance 

for example:

3/163 MHz > 7’/10o



- Why is it a potentially serious problem for EoR observations? 

dipole arrays have very high (off-axis) instrumental polarization

calibration residuals could easily be 1% 

Faraday rotation makes these frequency dependent  !

- What are Galactic polarization properties ?

on scales 1-10’, Tb-pol typically   ~ 3 - 4 K    (350 MHz)

could be (at most) 30- 40 K at 140 MHz  (n-2.5) ‘Terrible’ if true !

- So how to deal with it ?

- hope for beam and depth-depolarization to lower the levels

- or observe in areas without Galactic polarization (find them !)

- and/or do a superb job in full Stokes calibration 

(Measurement Equation e.g. LOFAR Meqtree software)

Galactic foreground polarization 



WSRT off-axis azimuthal polarization variation



Q

U RM = +10 rad/m2 

assumed

n = 130 MHz
n = 128 MHz

Polarization residuals could 
masquerade as frequency effects



- Why is it a potentially serious problem ? 

dipole arrays have very high (off-axis) instrumental polarization

calibration residuals could easily be 1% 

Faraday rotation makes these frequency dependent  !

- What are Galactic polarization properties ?

on scales 1-10’, Tb-pol typically   ~ 3 - 4 K    (350 MHz)

could be 30- 40 K at 140 MHz  (n-2.5)

- and how to deal with them ?

- hope for beam and depth-depolarization to lower the levels

- or observe in areas without Galactic polarization (find them !)

- and/or do a superb job in full Stokes calibration 

(Measurement Equation e.g. LOFAR Meqtree software)

Galactic foreground polarization 



Spatial filtering of smooth Stokes I, but not Q–U by  the 
interferometer 

Propagation and instrumental effects lead to various 
depolarization effects:

bandwidth use wide bands and RM-synthesis

depth separate Faraday(-thick) layers in RM-space

beam  use longer baselines (LOFAR  1-100 km)  

Powerful new tool:  wide-field RM synthesis

Low frequency polarimetry aspects: 



Large scale polarization 
at 325 MHz from 
WENSS

(Westerbork Northern 
Sky Survey)

5 stitched mozaics of a 
30x30 degree area in 
the 2d Galactic 
quadrant 

Schnitzeler et al (2005)



The ‘DOGLEG area’ in Auriga WSRT   ~ 350 MHz       

Total intensity          same intensity scale Polarised intensity 

Haverkorn et al, 2003



Polarised intensity             RM distributions 

Haverkorn et al (2003,2004) 

RM-values using  point-by-
point fits to 5  frequency 
bands



Rotation Measure Transfer Function 

halfwidth ~12 rad/m2 in  ‘1meter- band’ 

Brentjens & de Bruyn 2005 (A&A, in press) 

A much faster way to conduct wide-field low-frequency polarimetry is 
through coherent addition of polarization (Q,U) images

RM synthesis generates an RM CUBE 

RM and l2 form a Fourier pair in Faraday rotation (Burn, 1966) !



WSRT   315-375 MHz

PSR J0218+4232  

RM = - 61 rad/m2



3C280

Galactic Pole area (b=+700) 

5x5 mozaic, 6x12h 

RM-movie   RM= -20  to +28 rad/m2

3C285



noise in 2’ beam

~ 0.4 mJy = 0.4 K

RM = +8 rad/m2 frame



RM = +16 rad/m2 frame



Inner 1.5 x 1.5 o

Polarised intensity   ~ 5 K (peak)

6o x 6o area  near NGP  (B1404+28)

Stokes I  at 1’ 

noise < 0.3 mJy /beam 

= confusion limit at 350 MHz !



A galaxy like our own: NGC891 

WSRT 21cm 
continuum 

2 ‘ ~ 5 kpc

Oosterloo et al , 2004



NGC891

Ha image

Rand, Kulkarni & 
Hester (1990)





SUN

A cartoon of nonthermal emission in our Galaxy
synchrotron emitting plasma

magneto-ionic plasma

Galactic
plane 

halo

thick disk

thin disk

e.g. Beuermann et al, 1985



Will there be Galactic polarization left at 120-180 
MHz to worry about ?

Depth-depolarization only effective if emission and Faraday rotation 
are mixed. Hence ‘upper halo’ polarized emission may only rotate, 
and not depolarize! 

But beam depolarization may still come to the rescue:

A RM-gradient of 5 rad/m2 /degree = 38o rotation / 2’ beam at 150 MHz 
significant beam depolarization 

Hence 30-50 K level may well be reduced by a factor 10 or more 
depending on resolution

WSRT LFFE polarization data will be reduced in a few months time.



Polarimetry in ‘2-meter’ band complicated because of

ionospheric Faraday rotation  (> 2 turns in daytime !) 



Perseus cluster          315-370 MHz             WSRT 
Total intensity                           Polarised intensity

20 Jy peak                              70  mJy noise

de Bruyn & Brentjens (2005)

RM = +52 rad/m2



The increasing ‘sky+receiver noise’ problem 
when zeor goes from z=8 to z=18  

400 K at 150 MHz

1600 K at 75 MHz 

~10000 K at 30 MHz   (HI)MOON  ?

Apart from S/N aspects, which could in 
principle be taken care of by an increase in 
either Aeff and/or  Bt-product , there will 
be: 

3 - 5  times tougher ionoshere

6 - 50 times bigger Galactic fluctuations 



Conclusions:

Foreground contamination can be separated in: 

- ‘in-field’ foregrounds and

- ‘extended foreground’ effects

All sky imaging and chromatic (error-) sidelobes are major challenge

Galactic polarization in EoR-band possibly significant:

ISM-RM + ionospheric RM + instrumental pol beam effects  

Solution: find suitable EoR-windows and use novel full  

polarization calibration algorithms  

Situation gets much more difficult at z > 15 

Stay tuned for WSRT 115-165 MHz results (late 2005)







RFI campaign Drenthe

June 2002





Removing discrete foregrounds:

Linear or quadratic baselines will suffice

Spectral line datacube

(~ 500 x 500   x 300 )

Poisson and clustering

Starbursters and some AGN

subtract level  at  300 microJy

Tb



WENSS  image of the  North Celestial Pole at 350 MHz    

1.5x1.5 degree area,   2 mJy  noise  



Challenges (1) 

Dipole arrays, low frequency: 

All-sky imaging required (Global Sky Model: discrete + diffuse)     Variability ?

Ionosphere: (6C-7C-8C, VLA, WSRT, GMRT experience)

non – isoplanaticity (FOV  <1 deg  at 150 MHz, excellent DR needed !)

signal decorrelation (scintillation, fast  ‘TID’  waves ) 

amplitude scintillation (low elevation sources, thick ionosphere) ?                            

Polarization:

dipoles : very strong off-axis instrumental polarization

Galactic polarized foregrounds  + ionospheric Faraday rotation

RFI , linearity 

intermodulation products ?



SOFTWARE:
Calibration software: test platform on WSRT / 

310-390 MHz  &  115-180 MHz  +  WHAT data 
Beamforming, correlation & calibration pipeline around IBM BlueGene
EoR re-processing pipeline (~ 1-2 Petabytes of raw visibility data) 

HARDWARE:
Effects of very strong RFI  (intermodulation products?) 
RF (HB-tile) and Digital Beam Tracking  response (direction, freq, time)
Things engineers worry about but have not told us yet …..?

General concerns:
manpower   (funding)  
commissioning activities building up expertise takes time 

Work/developments  to meet challenges:                          





Preparations   2004-2006 

Implement and test ‘generalized selfcal’ (full Stokes)

using proper ‘Measurement Equation’    

Develop procedures for non-isoplanatism

Investigate ‘phased array’ properties using ‘WHAT’ 

(Wsrt Highband Antenna Teststation)

Deal with dynamic RFI 

Astronomical:

WSRT   LFFE’s (115-180 MHz)  

Locate best  ‘EoR windows’ in Galactic halo

Investigate  ~150 MHz polarization levels

animate

Technical 

Project management

Observing, calibration, analysis WorkingGroups



Jonas et al, 1998

Giardino et al, 2002

Parkes 2.4 GHz Galactic plane  
diffuse emission power spectra   

Scaling from

2.4 GHz 140 MHz

~ factor (1000)2 up 



Polarized brightness temperatures

At ~ 350 MHz (WENSS, WSRT)  typically  3 - 5 K at all Galactic latitudes. 

( Wieringa et al 1993, Haverkorn et al, 2003-2004

For a spectral index  a= - 0.55

up to about 30-50 K might be observed at 140 MHz  !!

This would probably be deadly for EoR experiments.

BUT depth-depolarization might come to the rescue

Let us look at this in a bit more detail   



Stokes Q    4’ Stokes U     4’ 



OffsetOffset
StationStation
BeamBeam

inside the
4x4 beam

Centered
station
beam







Fluctuations 
(theory!)

Galactic 
noise

Pixel noise

Power spectrum 
noise

LOFAR constraints on EoR signals 

(schematic) 

150 MHz (z=8.4) 

dn = 1 MHz

400 hrs (100 nights!)

Core array data only

FOV ~ 5 o

?



north

south

westeast

SIN projection of 408 MHz  Haslam-map for +53.5 deg latitude (LST ~ 10h)





Radio sky in 408 MHz continuum

Haslam et al, 1982






